2O2	you can't be too careful
of themselves. " I'm going to bath Baby, Main," she said.
"He's perfectly lovely to-night. He's making a new noise
with his little hand to his mouth. Just lovely.5*
He followed  Mrs Butter.    Evangeline was disposed to
follow and then decided to stare out of the window instead.
Now this was a very cardinal moment in the development
of Homo Tewler Anglicanus. In this one specimen the type
has unfolded, slowly but surely, and here we have it now
with all its distinctive qualities displayed. In spite of serious
initial disadvantages, Edward Albert had made good. We
have traced his education in that peculiar blend of sexual
modesty and enterprise that has made the Englishman the
world's lover ; we have watched the natural awakening of his
imperialism, have seen him become a cricket fan and a broad
and intermittent but sincere Churchman ; we have pursued
his growing craving to become clubable and to get together
with fellows in the know ; and now here we have dawning
that realisation of the extreme evil of " ideers" which
more than anything else has made our England what it is
to-day.
He became aware of " ideers " all about him, " ideers " of
every sort, like a storm of hornets ;  ologies and isms beyond
counting.   You daren't open a book or magazine now on
account of them.   Not that he did open books if he could
help it, but Evangeline had taken to reading the queerest
stuff, and he sometimes saw the titles or the List of Contents.
New Women indeed !   All his life henceforth, he realised,
must be a fight against this malignant devastation of his
complacency*   They came in a multitude of forms and under
a great variety of names, Feminism, Socialism (confiscate your
mortgages and have wives in common and then where would
you be ?), Marxism, Communism (the same only worse),
Collectivism, Pacificism, Internationalism, Scepticism, Athe-
ism,   Darwinism,   Nationalisation,   Vegetarianism,   Trade
Unionism,   Biology,   Sociology,    Ethnology,   Archaeology,
Einstein, Bernard Shaw, Birth Control, Modernism, all that
stuff;   stuff you never heard of before, got up mostly by
International Jews and long-haired highbrows of the utmost

